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Abstract 

Described are the results on examiuation in the ‘i0 
GeV protou circulntiug beam of beam loss monitor (BLM) 
called QUAD, having been developed for the the UNK-I. 
The specific feature of QUAD is its special design: quasi-2r 
geometry of seusitive volume aud iustallatiou directly ou 
the accelerator beau1 pipe for iucressiug its seusitivity to 
the beam loss and reproducibility. The significaut advau- 
tages of QUAD (air-filled, diaphragm-type, four-module 
iou chamber) agaiust the traditionally reuioted from the 
accelerator beam pipe BLM’s have been proved. Experi- 
uleutal results are preseuted together with the computer 
siululatiou oues for investigated and for the TeV beam en- 
ergies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

11~ [l] the package of BLM’s, developed for the UNK 
project ou the basis of common approach to their design, 
was described. The advantages of these BLM’s, having 
quasi-27r geometry of sensitive volumes and placed direct- 
ly ou the accelerator beam pipe, against the traditioual 
ones were put forward ou the basis of computer siniula- 
tion results and the experience of beam loss monitoring 
iu a high-iuteusity 70 GeV extracted protou beam. Nev- 
ertheless, some questions on this approach efficieiicy on 
circulating beam reiuained to be answered. The first in- 
dustrial batch of QUAD’s has beeu manufactured. The 
devices were test.ctl, ant1 the results are preseuted in this 
article. 

II. QUADS TESTING IN THE U-‘70 
CIRCULATING BEAM. 

First of all, the effectiveness of the proposed concept 
on BLM’s desigu in the 70 GeV circulating proton beam 
was exauiiued will1 QUAD’s iu comparison with the tra- 
ditioual BLM’s: Ar-filled Ion Chauiber (ArIG) and Scin- 
tillatiug BLM (SC). The performance of ‘local’ BLM’s - 
QUAD’s, installed directly 011 the accelerat,or beam pipe, 
aud the ‘remote’ cmes -- ArIC and SC., removed from the 
beam at a distauc~ of about 1 111, has beeu iuvestigated for 
the cases of local and remote sources of beam loss. Within 
the ‘remote class of BLM’s, differeut types of them were 
compared: with- and without the inner amplification of 
sigual. Aualysiug the data, we compared our results with 
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Figure I: Comuon view of QUAD, iustalled ou its dutv 
position at the UNK-I ring. 

[2], where the performance of ‘remote BLM’s in a high 
euergy proton beam was studied in detail. The ohtaiued 
results coulpletely agreed with conclusions of [2] for this 
class of BLM’s. Briefly about. the objects of the study: 
l QUAD is a diaphragm-type, four-iuodule, air-fillcrl 
parallel-plate ion chamber wit,h working gap 411~11 ant1 to- 
tal active volume 0.9 litre, which correspoudes to seusitiv- 
ity 0.35 /LA/rad.s-‘. It ‘. 1s very handy iu use rlrvice. self- 
tuuiug and -fixing directly ou the accelerator beam pipe 
with any size and shape in the aperture ranging from 30 
to 215um1. It needs only 60 nm of free space along the 
beam pipe to be iustalled and may be used iu siugla, lwo- 
or four-chaunel operational mode. Other details are qivcil 
iu [I]. Fig. 1 presents the coumou view of the device, in- 
stalled ou its duty posit,iou iu IrNIi-I riug. 
0 ArIC is au Ar-filled, 1.5 litre volume, parallel plate 1C’ 
with 6 mm working gaps. 
.sc. - includes 10 cm3 plastic sciutillator, couuectcd 
by mcaus of a 1.2 111 polished tube with a photoruultiplirr 
(PM), autl placed iu the median plaue of the accelerat,or 
iusidr. Fig. 2 presents t.he SC~IFIIIP of BLM’s sturlv iu t.hc 
circulating beam. QIrADl was installed upstream the sep- 
tum magnet and QUAD2, ArIC aud SC. - dowustreaul. 
Ql and Q2 were installed ou the 220 imn beam pipe at 3.5 
111 distauce from one another. 
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Figure 2: Scheme of BLM’s study ou U-70 circulating 
beam. 
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Figure 3: Bias curves of AcIC and QUAD iu the radiation 
fields of about 1.0 aud 60.0 krad.s-’ respectively. 

AcIC was placed ou tile top of magnet block 1 m vec- 
tically, am! SC. - in the mediau plane 0.75 111 inside the 
accelerator. The partition of Septum magnet was consid- 
ered as a local beam loss source and thick Internal Target 
18 m ahead - as a remote one. The first question, we had 
to answer, was the correctness of our choice of Air for filliug 
the IC-type BLM. Fig. 3 demonstrates the excelleut pec- 
focmauce of air-filled QUAD in the 60 kcad.s-l cadiatiou 
field, the llardest one, expected at the future machines. 

We also calibrated the QUAD2. In its real position the 
specific cespouse c>f Q2 to the beam loss 011 Septum magnet 
was 0.52.10m3 pAjprot:s-‘, which agreed withiu 30% with 
the computer simulatiou results for real conditions aud ap- 
pcoxiinately agceet! wit11 the results of computer simulation 
in the TeV-euecgy cegiou for the case of liueac extrapola- 
tion iu energy scale, corroborated for BLM’s in [2]. Tile 
results on relative st,udy of sensitivity, reproducibility aud 
correlations of diffeceut BLM’s ace summarized iu table 1. 
First of all, oue cnu see the significaut superiority in seu- 
sitivity of Q2 against the AcIC. It sllould be noticed, that 
in order to express the Q2 aud AcIC relative sensitivity in 
correct terms, factor 20 from the table for local loss should 
be additionally multiplied by 3 (one should take into ac- 
couut the difference in their volumes aud sensitive media). 
As a result! the total gaiu in sensitivity due to the geomet- 
ric factor only, is about GO for 70 GeV lost protons. Under 
real couditious of future machines the additional strong at- 
teuuatiou factor of shielding matter will take place. Sum- 

Table 1: BLM’s relative seusit,ivities, ceproducibilities aut! 
correlatioiis 

Specification of used Marks --~- 
I-Beam Int. l-&l 1 -___ -1 11-.25Ql 2 cy:! .-- 

Local source of beam loss - SeDtuul Maeuet. 
1 ” 

Statistical Pair of objects for stat. processing 
parameter 1-21 1 11-2 1 11-3 1 11-4 1 2-3 1 21-T 

mean ratio 0.47 I 0.04 I 0.71 I - I 20.1 I 9.1 
cl.(%) 1.6 6.0 3.7 6.3 0.6 1.1 

corre!. 0.63 0.76 0.88 0.70 1.00 0.96 

Remote source of beam loss - Internal Target. - 
Statistical Pair of objects for stat. pcocessiug -. 
parameter 1-21 11-2 11-3 11-4 2-3 - -- 
nieau ratio 2.0 0.5 7.2 - 14.0 - 

a,.(%) 0.5 1.0 11.6 11.6 7.3 - 

coccel. 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.53 0.46 - 

Specificatiou of used Marks 
I-Beam Int. 1 21-.75Q2 I 3-AcIC! ) 4--SC. 

Local source of beam loss - Septum Magnet. 
Statistical Pair of objects for stat,. processing 
parameter 2-4 1 21-4 1 3-4 1 1-I ] 21-I 4-I __- 
uieau ratio - - -- - - - 

04%) 5.2 4.2 5.3 14.7 44.7 39 

coccel. 0.62 0.80 0.61 0.12 0.42 0.48 
Remote source of beam loss - Iutecual Target. --- 

Statistical Pair of objects for stat. pcocessiug 
parameter 2-4 - 3-4 1-I 21-I -- 
mean ratio - - - - - - 

OI(%) 7.4 - 0.7 0.7 0.9 - 

cocrel. 1 0.45 - 0.98 1.00 1.00 --- - 

macizing all, we cau couclude, tlkat ‘local’ IC ill l11r sill~pl~~ 
charge collection mode of opecatiou provides thr same seu- 
sitivity to the local beam loss as the ‘remote’ BLM wit11 
iunec ainplificatiou of s&al. 
Couclusion 1: to be seusitive, BLM shoald be ‘lot-al’. 

The accuracy (reproducibility) of Q2 aud AcIC’ wmc 
in the case of local beam loss the same, to au accuracy 
of 0.5%, which also agree wit11 [2], and their correlation 
coefficieut was 0.999! On tile coutcacy tile accuracy aut! 
cocre!at,ions hasr been dran~ntically lost, if we use Sr. ~IIOII- 

itor with iuuec amplification of cigua!. 
Conclusion 2: inner arnplificatiou of signal is a great dis- 
advantage of auy BLM. 
Mark ‘21’ in the table is used for Q2 with a weakly violnter! 
geometry: one of four modules, uamely - iuuec ill t,!~r 111~ 
diau plane, was switclled off. Result: sensitivity ~drrreast~l 
twice and ac~uracv deteciorat,ed fwice as well. 

Couclusion 3: in the case of local loss the ‘local’ BLM 
should have 2~ geometry of sensitive volume. Wit!) euecgy 
growth this demaud becomes cigidec. Some other couclu- 
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sions cau be extracted from this table, for example: bean1 
halo weakly correlates with beam intensity. 

Now let consider the case of remote source of beam 
loss. The situation changes. The 2x geometry of ‘local’ 
BLM isn’t uecesmry nom to provide the desired 0.5 - 1.0% 
reproducibility. Mark ‘11’ in the table is used for Ql with 
a strougly violated geometry: only one of four modules, 
unmely - iuuer in the medial1 plane, was switched on. But 
oue cau see uo loss in accuracy, the sensitivity decreased 
only, proportionally to the active volume decreasing. One 
can see also the excellent correlations between Ql, Q2 aud 
Intensity ou the target ou one baud and on the other hand 
- nice correlatiou between ‘remote BLM’s and bad be- 
tweeu them and QUAD’s, 
Conclusion next: iu the case of remote beam loss, ‘local’ 
aud ‘remote BLM’s indicates different sources. Q1,2 iudi- 
cates Iuteusity of reuiote loss, but ArIC and SC. - ? May 
be the equilibrium backgrouud iu the accelerator tuuuel, 
because of their excellent correlatiou and relative repro- 
ducibility. In any case they are useless to sigual the dau- 

gerous situation for strong remote beam loss. 

Finally we cau conclude that air-filled QUAD is very 
sensitive, precise, haudy and flexible in use BLM, abso- 
lutely adequate for different applications in high-energy 
“warm” machines iu addition to its primary function. 
While it is very seusitive aud reproducible, it can be used in 
the multichauuel operational mode for aligumeut of some 
accelerator equipment, scrapers for example, for beam ha- 
lo study, . The ouly advantage of SC. BLM against the 
IC: ones is its very fast response to the iustantaiieous loss 
- in the ns rauge. But it is hard to imagine, where this 
advautage possibility may be takeu in the beam loss nion- 

itoring. 

Oue cau see, that some results in table 1 are contra- 
dictory and the table needs to be completed with some 
data. So, we are planning to complete the set of ‘remote 
BLM’s with au exteuded IC, similar to the one, used in [2]: 
fabricated from spirally insulated, air dielectric coaxial ca- 
ble. The reasou is,lhat the extended ‘remote’ BLM (but in 
proportional operation mode, which is worse, see coucl. 2 
aud iu addition a rather complex intercalibratiou problem 
needs to be solved iu this case), has been now announced 
as the main competitor to our proposals both for ‘warm 
and SC machines, see part 2 of this work. [3]. We are also 
going to provicle these measurements with more accurate 
loss aud beam intensity monitoring. The ‘SC.’ BLM also 
should be modified to be compatible with the electronics 
we used for IC! mouitors: a curreut to frequeucy couverters 
[4]. We will try also to coniplete our experimental set- 
up with a shielding matter betweeu Septum maguet and 
‘remote BLM’s iu order to siuiulate correctly their real 

eiivironnieiit in the future high-energy ‘warm machines. 

111. ClONClLUSIONS 

The main couclusion: the right way 011 the designiug 
of BLM’s with 27r-geometry of their sensitive volumes for 

the beam loss niouitoring ou super-high energy machines 
is proved in all principal points by means of experimental 
study on circulating aud extracted 70 GeV proton beams. 
The proposed IC-types BLM’s combine a capnhi1it.v for 
high dose rates wit,11 a sensitivitv and p~+:rision. wlli~~ll nl- 

low the iuterpretatioii of iiiinu1.e perturbatioiis t,hat niny 
sigual the onset of a failure. They will provide very sen- 
sitive, reproducible, reliable and handle beam loss ~noni- 
toring to be used in addition to their maiu specification 
as a diagnostic tool for beam halo study at extremely low 
levels, starting from 104-10” proteus in sub-TeV region of 
energy, and iu some other applications. This paper is the 
first half of a couiuiou work aud is devoted to the beam 
loss monitoring in the ‘warm’ machines. The secoud one, 
to be presented at this Conference also, is devoted t,o t,he 
case of beam loss monitoring in the SC: accelerators. 

Although the main address of our activitv are the 
SC accelerators-colliders, the high-energy, high-iii1eusit.y 
“wariii” machines also need au effective tool for bemu 
loss monitoring, and, on t,he other hand, they may be 
considered as the excellent test-site to accumulat~e experi- 
ence in BLMS use in different applications. Unfortunntel.v 
this work cauu’t be carried out couipletely in our existiug 
70 GeV machine, where we fouud only several places for 
QUAD installntiou, although it needs ouly 60 111111 of free 
space along the beam pipe to be installed. So, we are wail- 
ing for the commissiouiug of UNK-I, 400 GeV protou ring, 
to test the declared new possibilities of BLMS, based ou 
the QUAD’s. (51. 
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